INTRODUCTION

Social decisions often require two individuals to reach the same conclusion despite minimal communication. These types of decisions can be formalized within a game-theoretic framework as a ‘coordination game’. By definition, coordination games contain more than one optimal strategy to solve the game, but a player cannot choose a single strategy based on the mathematical structure of the game (Dixit et al., 2009; Clark, 2011). To solve certain coordination games, players must use a ‘focal point’, defined as a salient source of information known to both players, which transcends the mathematical structure of the game. For example, Mehta et al. (1994) asked participants to select a boy’s name under two conditions: ‘picking’ (pick any name) and ‘coordination’ (pick the same name as a random partner). The name ‘John’ was only given in 9% of picking responses but was given in 50% of coordination responses. In this case, players did not provide the most salient name (‘John’) in the picking condition, but in the coordination condition players established a focal point using the shared belief that ‘John’ is a common name and thus more likely to be picked by the other player than their ‘picking’ response. Mehta et al.’s results empirically demonstrated that individuals establish focal points to solve a coordination game.

When making a decision, humans often have to ‘coordinate’—reach the same conclusion—as another individual without explicitly communicating. Relatively, little is known about the neural basis for coordination. Moreover, previous fMRI investigations have supported conflicting hypotheses. One account proposes that individuals coordinate using a ‘gut feeling’ and that this is supported by insula recruitment. Another account proposes that individuals recruit strategic decision-making mechanisms in prefrontal cortex in order to coordinate. We investigate the neural basis for coordination in individuals with behavioral-variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD) who have limitations in social decision-making associated with disease in prefrontal cortex.

We demonstrate that bvFTD are impaired at establishing a focal point in a semantic task (e.g. ‘Tell me any boy’s name’) that requires coordination relative to a similar, control semantic task that does not. Additionally, coordination limitations in bvFTD are related to cortical thinning in prefrontal cortex. These findings are consistent with behavioral economic models proposing that, beyond a ‘gut feeling’, strategic decision-making contributes to the coordination process, including a probabilistic mechanism that evaluates the salience of a response (e.g. is ‘John’ a frequent boy’s name), a hierarchical mechanism that iteratively models an opponent’s likely response and a mechanism involved in social perspective taking.
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have limitations with theory of mind (Adenzato et al., 2010), adopting the perspective of another person (Grossman et al., 2010) and appreciating the hierarchical organization of daily activities (Farag et al., 2010). Additionally, individuals with bvFTD have disease in cortical regions that may contribute to coordination, including the insula, anterior cingulate, DLPFC and orbitofrontal cortex (Grossman, 2007). Given the difficulties with strategic thinking and perspective taking associated with bvFTD, we predict limitations establishing a focal point in a coordination game, and expect this to be related to prefrontal disease.

METHODS
Participants
Seventeen individuals with bvFTD [mean age = 65.3 years (s.d. = 6.4); mean education = 15.5 years (s.d. = 3.2); 5 females, 12 males; 14 right-handed; 3 left-handed] were diagnosed by a board certified neurologist (M.G.) using a consensus procedure and published criteria (Rascovsky et al., 2011). Other causes of dementia were excluded by clinical exam, blood and neuroimaging tests. We additionally tested 22 healthy seniors [mean age = 64.6 years (s.d. = 8.3); mean education = 15 years (s.d. = 2.4); 12 females, 10 males; all right-handed] as a control group. Healthy seniors and individuals with bvFTD were demographically matched for age [$t(37) < 1; P > 0.1$], education [$t(37) < 1; P > 0.1$] and gender ($x^2 = 2.64; P > 0.1$). Healthy seniors and individuals with bvFTD were not matched for handedness; however, an independent-samples $t$-test revealed that left- and right-handed individuals with bvFTD did not differ in behavioral performance across conditions (all $P > 0.3$). Dementia severity was evaluated using the Mini-Mental State Examination with a 30-point scale in individuals with bvFTD [mean MMSE = 25 (s.d. = 3)] and healthy seniors [mean MMSE = 29.1 (s.d. = 1.0)]. Individuals with bvFTD had lower MMSE scores than healthy seniors [$t(37) = 4.74, P < 0.001$]. However, bvFTD performance falls within the range considered to be ‘not-demented’ (i.e. $> 24$). Informed consent was provided by all participants according to a protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Pennsylvania.

Behavioral coordination task
Participants were presented with 10 questions (e.g. ‘Tell me the name of any ____’) probing a semantic category (e.g. ‘fabric’, ‘boy’s name’, ‘supermarket item’). Refer to Supplementary Data for a complete list of categories. Each question was presented in a pseudorandomized order that was consistent across participants and across two experimental conditions to every participant. In the survey condition, participants were instructed that we were conducting a survey, which they could answer; however, they wished and they were told ‘This is not a memory test’. In the coordination condition, participants were given the following instructions: ‘We are conducting a survey and would like to know your responses to the following set of questions. We are also conducting the same survey with another person just like you. We want you to give the same answer you think the other person will give. This is not a memory test.’ In an effort to ensure that participants would consider the set of possible responses to each category probe, all participants were presented with the survey condition prior to the coordination condition.

Previous investigations of coordination have calculated a ‘coordination index’ value by computing the co-occurrence of responses given the distribution of responses from a large cohort of participants (Mehta et al., 1994; Bardsley et al., 2010). Since bvFTD is a rare disease and a large sample is not available, we generated an alternative quantitative measure of coordination that we refer to as a focal index (FI) value. The FI is based on the well-established finding that semantically related words co-occur more frequently than semantically unrelated words (Landauer and Dumais, 1997). We defined co-occurrence using the Normalized Google Distance (NGD; Cilibrasi and Vitányi, 2007) algorithm, in which semantic relatedness is quantified based on the co-occurrence of each response (e.g. ‘cotton’) and category (e.g. ‘fabric’) pair in a Google search:

$$\text{NGD}(x, y) = \frac{\max[\log f(x), \log f(y)] - \log f(x, y)}{\log M - \min[\log f(x), \log f(y)]}$$

In the formula, $f(x)$ and $f(y)$ represent the number of Google hits for each search term, $f(x, y)$ represents the number of co-occurrence hits for both terms together, and $M$ represents the number of pages queried. To obtain an accurate value for $M$, we limited searches to the New York Times (nytimes.com) for all Google queries. Since the scale of NGD values varied across semantic categories we transformed each NGD-value into a FI value by generating a z-score from the set of responses for each category. A response that is more central to a semantic category (e.g. ‘cotton’ to the probe ‘type of fabric’) yields a higher FI value (e.g. ‘cotton’ and ‘fabric’ = 1.17) and is a more focal response than a response that is less central to a semantic category (e.g. ‘corduroy’ and ‘fabric’ = −2.32) and therefore less focal. We report an analysis of variance (ANOVA) and post hoc $t$-tests along with Cohen’s $d$ statistic for estimating the effect size of all $t$-tests.

Neuropsychological assessment
A subset of individuals with bvFTD ($n = 15$) completed a neuropsychological assessment within 1.73 months (s.d. = 3.53) of participating in the coordination task. Our neuropsychological evaluation included semantic, executive and social cognition tasks.

Category fluency
A semantic task that involves naming as many animals as possible in 60 s and is sensitive to semantic deficits in FTD
(Rascovsky et al., 2007) and temporal lobe atrophy (Baldo et al., 2006; Libon et al., 2009).

**Visual verbal task**

An executive task that probes executive task switching by requiring participants to generate two ways of grouping three items in a four item set.

**Cartoon predictions**

A 10-item task that requires the prediction of the outcome of social situations depicted in short cartoon vignettes that has previously been reported in FTD samples (Eslinger et al., 2007, 2011).

We relate performance on each of these tasks to the FI score in the coordination condition using Pearson correlations.

**Volumetric MRI**

Volumetric MRI images were available for a subset of individuals with bvFTD \((n = 12); \text{mean age} = 63.1 \text{years (s.d.} = 5.0)\); mean education = 15.4 years (s.d. = 2.8); 8 males, 4 females; 9 right-handed, 3 left-handed\] and a cohort of 50 healthy seniors \([\text{mean age} = 65.1 \text{years (s.d.} = 8.2)]; \text{mean education} = 15.2 \text{years (s.d.} = 2.7); 28 males, 22 females; all right-handed\] matched for age, education and gender \((\text{all } P > 0.4)\). Since groups were not matched for handedness, we included a nuisance covariate for handedness in all imaging analyses. None of the healthy seniors in our MRI sample completed the behavioral coordination task. MRI images were not available for a subset of individuals with bvFTD \((n = 5)\) due to health and safety exclusion criteria, including claustrophobia and metallic objects in the body (e.g. pacemakers and shrapnel).

High-resolution T1-weighted three-dimensional spoiled gradient echo images were acquired with repetition time \(1620 \text{ms}, \text{echo time} = 3 \text{ms}, \text{slice thickness} 1.0 \text{mm, flip angle} 15\^\circ\), matrix \(192 \times 256\) and in-plane resolution \(0.9 \times 0.9 \text{mm}\). All images were preprocessed using PipeDream (https://sourceforge.net/projects/neuropipe\_dream/) and Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTS, http://www.picsl.upenn.edu/ANTS/) to perform the most stable and reliable multivariate normalization and structure-specific processing currently available (Avants et al., 2008, 2010; Klein et al., 2009). PipeDream deforms each individual data set into a standard local template space in a canonical stereotactic coordinate system. Core processing involves mapping T1 structural MRI to a population specific, unbiased average-shape and average-appearance image derived from a representative population consisting of 50 volumes \((25 \text{healthy seniors,} 25 \text{individuals with FTD})\) (Kim et al., 2008). A diffeomorphic deformation was used for registration that is symmetric so that it is not biased toward the reference space for computing the mappings, and topology preserving to capture the large deformation necessary to aggregate images in a common space. These algorithms allow template-based priors to guide cortical segmentation and compute cortical thickness (Das et al., 2009). We then used SPM5 to smooth cortical thickness images using a 4 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel and to compare bvFTD relative to healthy seniors using a two-sample \(t\)-test with a FDR-corrected height threshold \((q < 0.01)\) and a 200 adjacent voxel extent. The multiple regression module in SPM5 was used to relate cortical thinning in bvFTD to the FI-difference score of each individual with bvFTD obtained from the behavioral task. In this hypothesis-driven regression analysis we only report clusters that overlap with regions of cortical thinning that contain a peak voxel that exceeds \(P < 0.001\) (uncorrected) and contain a minimum of 200 adjacent voxels. We do not report regions where coordination limitations were related to nonatrophyed cortical regions, because it would be difficult to interpret the role that these regions contribute to coordination limitations in individuals with bvFTD. For example, we would not be able to distinguish effects due to FTD from effects due to healthy aging.

**RESULTS**

**Behavioral results**

To quantify coordination, we calculated a FI value for each response to a semantic probe in a ‘survey’ condition requiring any response and a ‘coordination’ condition requiring the same response as another random player. The FI value provides a continuous and quantitative measurement of semantic category membership. A more focal response has a higher value such as the response ‘cotton’ to the probe ‘Tell me any type of fabric’, while a less focal response like ‘corduroy’ has a lower FI value.

A two-way ANOVA with condition (survey, coordination) as a within-participants factor and group (healthy seniors, bvFTD) as a between-participants factor revealed a significant main effect for condition \([F(1,37) = 6.49; P < 0.05]\) and a condition \(\times\) group interaction \([F(1,37) = 4.64; P < 0.05]\). We did not observe a significant main effect for group \([F(1,37) = 1.53; P > 0.1]\). Individuals with bvFTD and healthy seniors provide equally focal responses in the survey condition \([t(37) < 1; d = 0.25]\). However, in the coordination condition, individuals with bvFTD provided significantly less focal responses relative to healthy seniors \([t(37) = 2.36; P < 0.05; d = 0.77]\). Within-group comparisons revealed that individuals with bvFTD did not provide responses that differed in focality across the survey and coordination conditions \([t(16) < 1; d = 0.16]\), while healthy seniors’ responses were significantly more focal in the coordination condition relative to the survey condition \([t(21) = 3.19; P < 0.005; d = 1.09]\). See Figure 1 for a summary of results.

To determine whether the coordination limitations observed in individuals with bvFTD were due to a lack of changing responses between conditions (perseverative responses); we compared the percentage of responses in...
which each participant switched their response between the survey and coordination conditions. This analysis revealed that both healthy seniors [mean = 73.2% (s.d. = 23.3%)] and individuals with bvFTD [mean = 65% (s.d. = 25.5%)] switched their responses equally often between conditions \[t(37) < 1; \text{not significant (ns); } d = 0.34\] demonstrating that, while individuals with bvFTD switched their response across conditions equally as often as healthy seniors, they did not switch to a more focal, or coordinating, response.

To determine whether coordination limitations in bvFTD are associated with semantic, executive or social limitations, we correlated performance on each neuropsychological task with the FI value in the coordination condition for each individual with bvFTD. We observed that coordination limitations were associated with executive limitations from the visual–verbal task \[r^2 = -0.57; P < 0.05; \text{mean } = 18.54 \text{ (s.d. } = 1.33)\], and not with semantic performance in category fluency \[r^2 = 0.28; P > 0.1; \text{mean } = 12 \text{ (s.d. } = 6.78)\] or social performance in the cartoons prediction task \[r^2 = 0.08; P > 0.1; \text{mean } = 7.93 \text{ (s.d. } = 1.59)\].

### Volumetric MRI results

Since volumetric MRI images were only available for a subset of individuals with bvFTD \((n = 12)\), we first evaluated whether this subset exhibited the same limitations with coordination observed in the larger sample of individuals with bvFTD. The subset of individuals with bvFTD, like the larger sample, exhibited limitations with coordination by providing equally focal responses in the survey condition \[mean = 0.08 \text{ (s.d. } = 0.27)\] and the coordination condition \[mean = 0.14 \text{ (s.d. } = 0.21); t(11) < 1; d = 0.25\].

A comparison of gray matter thickness in bvFTD relative to healthy seniors revealed significant cortical thinning throughout frontal cortex (see Table 1 and colored regions in Figure 2). To determine how coordination limitations are related to cortical thinning, we calculated FI-difference scores (coordination minus survey) based on each individual’s set of responses, where a higher value represents more focal responses in the coordination condition relative to the survey condition. These FI-differences scores were generated to allow us to relate coordination limitations in individuals with bvFTD to cortical thinning using a univariate regressor. A regression analysis using the FI-difference scores revealed

### Table 1 
Regions of cortical thinning in individuals with bvFTD relative to healthy seniors and overlapping regions that are related to impaired coordination in bvFTD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neuroanatomic region (BA)</th>
<th>L/R</th>
<th>Coordinates</th>
<th>z-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peaks of cortical thinning in individuals with bvFTD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior temporal (38)</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>–47</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior temporal (38)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>–46</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior cingulate (32)</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>–6</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorsolateral prefrontal (9)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>–48</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior temporal (20)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>–29</td>
<td>–8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior cingulate (24)</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>–4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rostral prefrontal (10)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>–47</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subgenual cingulate (25), ventromedial prefrontal (11)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>–14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorsal inferior frontal (6)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>–44</td>
<td>–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression relating coordination limitations to cortical thickness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventromedial prefrontal (11/25)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>–17</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventromedial prefrontal (11)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>–28</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorsolateral prefrontal (46)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>–42</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rostral prefrontal (47/10)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>–47</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventromedial prefrontal (11)</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>–3</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior cingulate (32)</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior cingulate (32)</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>–4</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that coordination limitations in individuals with bvFTD were associated with cortical thinning in to DLPFC, rostral prefrontal cortex (rPFC), ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) and anterior cingulate (see Table 1 and blue regions in Figure 2).

DISCUSSION
The current study demonstrated that individuals with bvFTD, who have social and executive limitations associated with disease in frontal cortex, experience difficulty establishing a focal point needed to coordinate behavior. We found that healthy seniors regularly take into account frequency in the coordination condition, providing more focal responses than had been provided in the survey condition. By comparison, individuals with bvFTD provide less focal responses than healthy seniors in a coordination game, and these coordination failures are related to cortical thinning in DLPFC, rPFC, vmPFC and anterior cingulate.

Our observations of healthy seniors are more consistent with a strategic approach rather than an intuitive ‘gut feeling’ to establishing a focal point for coordination. A gut feeling may be driven by a salient property associated with coordination, but this alone does not capture the need to create a mental model of the population when trying to coordinate. Such a model balances salience with the frequency of occurrence in order to establish focality, as we observed.

Consider in this context the performance of individuals with bvFTD. Behavioral economic models propose two levels of establishing a focal point (Bacharach, 1999; Camerer et al., 2004). In the first level, each player must evaluate the possible set of responses (e.g. ‘John’, ‘Bill’, ‘Alfred’, . . . ) and determine which possible response has ‘primary salience’. Salience in this sense can be defined as the most probabilistically likely response (e.g. ‘John’). Neuroimaging investigations have implicated DLPFC in a variety of domains requiring probabilistic evaluation, including probabilistic category learning (Fera et al., 2005), discriminating between advantageous and disadvantageous choices (Christakou et al., 2009), and evaluating a probabilistic distribution in a decision-making task (Casey et al., 2001; Huettel et al., 2005). Individuals with bvFTD have difficulty establishing a focal point, and our imaging findings related this in part to DLPFC disease. This suggests that the deficit in bvFTD is due in part to an impairment at the level of establishing primary salience, that is, difficulty estimating the probabilities needed to solve a coordination problem. Critically, the coordination limitations observed in individuals with bvFTD were not associated with semantic performance.
on a category fluency task, which suggests that their limitation cannot be attributed to difficulty considering the set of possible responses but is instead related to the evaluation of the salience of alternative responses. Additional work is needed to distinguish between establishing the salience of items within a set of possible responses (e.g. 'John' is more frequent than 'Alfred'; Camerer et al., 2004) or choosing a selection rule (e.g. 'Choose the most frequent boy's name'; Bacharach, 1999) to establish a focal point.

In the second level of establishing a focal point, players of a game build a representation of another player's response. This level, called 'secondary salience', involves player A guessing what player B will do. This can extend to include iterative hierarchical representations of each player's response. For example, player A guesses what they think player B thinks that player A will respond. Neuroimaging investigations of executive control have implicated a rostral/caudal axis of hierarchical control extending across the lateral surface of prefrontal cortex (Badre, 2008). fMRI studies associate more rostral activation patterns with increased levels of hierarchical abstraction required to make a decision (Badre and D'Esposito, 2007), and converging evidence from individuals with frontal lesions suggests that the more rostral the lesion, the fewer levels of hierarchical abstraction a patient can perform (Badre et al., 2009). We found that difficulty establishing a focal point in bvFTD is related to atrophy in rPFC. This suggests that their impairment is also due in part to a deficit building a hierarchical representation of another player's response, that is, an impairment in secondary salience.

We additionally observed that vmPFC was related to the coordination limitations observed in individuals with bvFTD. vmPFC is often implicated in fMRI tasks that require theory of mind (Van Overwalle, 2011) and individuals with bvFTD who have disease in vmPFC have difficulty taking the perspective of another individual (Eslinger et al., 2005, 2007, 2011). Our observation that a theory of mind mechanism is implicated in coordination, in conjunction with a hierarchical mechanism, suggests that individuals do not simply establish a hierarchical representation without taking the perspective of another individual. Instead, this finding is consistent with the hypothesis that successful coordination requires taking the perspective of another individual. We did not observe that coordination in individuals with bvFTD was related to their performance on a social cartoons prediction task, but this may be due to the fact that this task probes the evaluation of social situations in a way that does not require perspective taking.

Together, our observation relating the magnitude of dIPFC, rPFC and vmPFC cortical thinning in bvFTD to difficulty establishing a focal point is consistent with a strategic account of coordination. Our results thus resemble Yoshida et al.'s (2010) fMRI investigation which demonstrated that the magnitude of dIPFC activation in young adults was related to increased levels of strategic thinking during a coordination task. While individuals with bvFTD patients have atrophy in the insula, as illustrated in Figure 2, we did not find that coordination difficulty is related to atrophy in the insula. Our findings thus are less consistent with the claim that individuals are simply relying on a 'gut-feeling', but instead appear to recruit decision-making mechanisms in order to strategically establish a focal point.

The final region related to limitations establishing a focal point in individuals with bvFTD was the anterior cingulate. The anterior cingulated has been implicated in a mechanism that contributes to the resolution of conflicting responses (Botvinick et al., 2001). This region may therefore play a role in the resolution of competing alternative responses (e.g. Should I respond 'cotton', 'wool', or 'corduroy'). The anterior cingulate has additionally been implicated as part of a 'mentalizing' or theory-of-mind network (Gallagher and Frith, 2003; Van Overwalle, 2011).

Our observation that individuals with bvFTD have coordination limitations provides the first study, to our knowledge, with patient-based evidence for the neural mechanisms involved in coordination. With this foundation, future research that addresses additional features of coordination and economic behavior in this population may prove fruitful for not only the advancement of neuroeconomic theory but also for improving our understanding of the social and executive disorder resulting from bvFTD. For example, an improved understanding of the role of mutual information—that is, the extent to which coordination may differ between individuals with shared knowledge compared to individuals who are strangers—would shed light on anecdotal differences between patient–stranger and patient–caregiver interaction in bvFTD. Moreover, studies that investigate the extension of coordination limitations observed in the laboratory to facets of daily life—such as successful communication and financial decision making—may contribute to improved care of individuals with bvFTD.

In conclusion, the process of establishing a focal point appears to be supported in part by a strategic decision-making network in prefrontal cortex. The results of our investigation of individuals with bvFTD are less consistent with a 'gut feeling' approach than with behavioral economic models that propose a strategic approach to coordination. Future research that investigates the relative roles of mechanisms involved in probability estimation, hierarchical processing, social perspective taking and cognitive control mechanisms may elucidate our understanding of the neural basis of coordination.
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